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Diathesis Alternation in Brazilian Portuguese 
 

The aim of this paper is to discuss some verbal diathesis changes and alternations in 
Brazilian Portuguese.  We take verbal diathesis to be the information related to the semantic and 
argument structure of the verbs, which includes the number of their arguments, the quality of the 
thematic roles associated with these arguments, and the directionality of these thematic roles. 

In Brazilian Portuguese, several different types of verbs allow for thematic changes and 
syntactic realizations of their argument structure, which, in European Portuguese, and in several 
other Indo-European languages, are either impossible or restricted to a specific verb class.  A 
verb such as dar (‘give’), for example, which, in English, is representative of the class of verbs of 
change of possession, and which can only accept the dative alternation (Levin 1993), in Brazilian 
Portuguese can show several patterns.  From a prototypical construction such as the one in (1), 
there may be a first semantic change in the external argument of the verb, by which it becomes [-
animate], as shown in sentences (2) and (3): 

 
(1) O João deu um presente para a Maria. 
 The John gave 

3ps 
a present to the Mary. 

 John gave a present to Mary. 
 

(2) Este shopping deu bons prêmios no ano passado. 
 This mall gave 

3ps 
good rewards in the year past 

 This mall distributed some good rewards last year. 
 

(3) Meu sítio deu aquelas bananas  enormes no ano passado. 
 My farm gave 

3ps 
those bananas huge in the year past 

 Those huge bananas grew on my farm last year. 
 

The subjects in (1) and (2) may be replaced by a clitic - se - which makes the agent 
indeterminate. 

(4) Deu -se um presente para a Maria. 
 gave 

3ps 
indet.
clitic 
3ps 

a present to the Mary. 

 A present was given to Mary/Mary was given a present 
 
 
 



(5) Deu/deram -se bons prêmios no ano passado neste shopping.
 gave 

3ps/3pp 
indet. 
clitic 
3ps 

good rewards in the year past in this mall 

 Good rewards were distributed last year in this mall. 
 

Interestingly, as shown in (5), the suppressed external argument may be realized in a 
peripheral syntactic position, as a locative expression.  This possibility is not available for (4), as 
shown in (6): 

(6) *Deu -se um presente para a Maria pelo João/no João. 
  gave 

 3ps 
indet.
clitic 
3ps 

a present to the Mary by the John/in the John 

 

Let’s now compare sentences (2) and (3).  At surface level, they seem to show similar 
structures:  the same verb, [-animate] subjects, [-animate] complements.  However, the subject of 
sentence (3) may not be replaced by an indetermination clitic: 

(7) *Deu/deram -se aquelas bananas enormes no meu sítio. 
  gave 

 3ps/3pp 
indet. 
clitic 

those bananas huge in the my farm 

 

Even so, sentences (2) and (3) share a common property:  their subjects may be completely 
deleted, as shown in sentences (8) and (9) below: 

(8) ∅ deu bons prêmios neste shopping no ano passado. 
 ∅ gave 

3ps 
good rewards in this mall in the year past 

 
 
 

(9) ∅ deu aquelas bananas enormes no meu sítio. 
 ∅ gave 

3ps 
those bananas huge in the my farm 

 

Notice, however, that another difference arises between the two sentences.  In (9), once the 
subject position is left vacant, the internal argument of the verb may be promoted to it, as shown 
in (10).  This possibility is not available for (8), as shown in (11): 

(10) Aquelas bananas enormes deram no meu sítio. 
 Those bananas huge gave 

3pp 
in the my farm 

 
(11) *Bons prêmios deram neste shopping no ano passado. 
 Good rewards gave in this  mall in the year past 
   3pp      



 

What the Brazilian Portuguese data show is that the same verb may undergo different 
diathesis changes and alternations.  Differently, in other languages, including European 
Portuguese, each different alternation and semantic change has been taken as a leading parameter 
for the separation of verbs into different classes. 

This is not an idiosynchratic property of the verb dar.  Take, as another source of example, 
certain verbs of Brazilian Portuguese that could be considered verbs of the ‘spray/load’ class:  
acertar (‘hit the target’) (examples (12) and (13)), borrifar (‘sprinkle’) (examples (14) and (15)), 
and  impregnar (‘impregnate’, ‘imbue’) (examples (16) and (17)). 

(12) O Cacá acertou a bola na trave.   
 The Cacá hit (the target) 

3ps 
the ball in the bar   

 Cacá hit the bar with the ball.   
 

(13) O Cacá acertou a trave com a bola.   
 The Cacá hit (the target) 

3ps 
the bar with the ball.   

 Cacá hit the bar with the ball.   
 

(14) Eu borrifei tinta na parede.   
 I sprinkled 

3ps 
paint in the wall   

 I sprinkled paint on the wall.   
 

(15) Eu borrifei a parede com/de tinta.   
 I sprinkled 

3ps 
the wall with/of paint   

 I sprinkled the wall with paint.   
 

(16) A Maria impregnou perfume na blusa.   
 The Mary impregnated 

3ps 
perfume in the blouse   

 Mary impregnated her blouse with perfume   
 

(17) A Maria impregnou a blusa com/de perfume.   
 The Mary impregnated 

3ps 
the blouse with/of perfume   

 Mary impregnated her blouse with perfume   
 

What is interesting is that, apart from these typical ‘spray/load’ alternations, in Brazilian 
Portuguese the subject of these verbs may be deleted, and the internal argument of the verb may 
be promoted to subject position, as shown in the sentences below: 

(18) A bola acertou na trave. 
 The ball hit in the bar 



3ps 
 

(19) A parede borrifou (toda) de tinta. 
 The wall sprinkled 

3ps 
(all) of paint 

 
(20) A blusa impregnou (toda) de perfume. 
 The blouse impregnated 

3ps 
(all) of perfume 

 

We will present a series of other verbs, which, in other languages, have been considered 
typical members of specific classes, and which, in Brazilian Portuguese, can behave as members 
of two or more different classes. 

It is the contention of this paper that the underlying motivation for the different possibilities 
of diathesis changes and alternations in Brazilian Portuguese is related to a particular way of 
conceptualizing events and construing them, which differs from the way used by the speakers of 
European Portuguese. The construal of situations for linguistic purposes involves, among other 
things, different viewing arrangements through which the event and its participants can be 
conceptualized; the relative prominence of the event participants, shifting from figure to ground 
and vice-versa; the lower or higher level of participation of the speaker/hearer in the event 
narrated, etc.  Diathesis alternations are one of the many linguistic externalizations of these 
different possibilities of construal. 

The linguistic expression of the conceptualizations construed by speakers and hearers is 
constrained by the grammatical and lexical properties of the language in question.  However, 
languages change.  The idea we want to explore here is that, in the course of the historical 
development of Brazilian Portuguese, there has been a change in the way Brazilians 
conceptualize events and situations, such that the language had to adapt to this new way, giving 
rise to some of the main structural differences between the Brazilian and the European varieties 
of Portuguese. 
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